Director:
Tamera Hauser
987-4291 MLA 103J

Advising:
Jane Schierloh
987-4203 MLA 103M
Mary Ann Meaker
Writing Tutor
987-4619 MLA 103H

Computer Tutoring:
Alex Fuentes
987-3408 MLA 103K

Math Tutoring:
Gerry Nemeth
Instructional Assistant
987-4925 MLA 301F
Bleranda Musai
Tutor
987-4914 MLA 301G
Amy Wu
Tutor
987-4919 MLA 301F

For information call:
Dyonne Smith - Program Assistant 987 – 4625
Angela Garcia – Work Study 987 – 4149
Lekiara Marti – Work Study
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